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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE PURPOSE

1.2 THE MOBILE APP

MyJet is a cloud-based aircraft management system with a built-in cost-efficient
purchasing platform that gives business
aircraft pilots, flight departments and
operators full control and visibility over
planning, sales and operations.

The MyJet mobile application can be
downloaded from the App Store and
works on iPhones and iPads. It offers its
user capability to manage the flights from
creation and flight planning to tech logging.

It’s a mobile, all-in-one, highly reliable and
integrated flight-operations and flight
services offering that extends well outside
the scope of pure flight planning software.
It provides a unified and automated fleet
operations management, flight services
and purchasing platform.

6

The development has been focusing on
intelligent automation from the first day
and designed a self-developing application
that collects and analyses the added data
in order to support the best decisions of
the users in mission critical cases such as
flight planning, flight operations and
crew management.
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1.3 THE WEB APP
The MyJet web application is designed
to provide the best working environment
for dispatchers and other office employees, who use deskops and laptops.
All data added on the web app is immediately synchronized with all mobile devices.
The users can easily move between the
different modules and flights to optimize
the amount of flight preparation time.
Moreover, the MyJet web app provides a
ground control module that allows dispatchers to optimize the flight plan routes
(picture 2).
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2. FEATURES
2.1 GENERAL MYJET OPERATING GUIDELINES
(IPHONE / IPAD)
• Any field in the system that is marked
with a blue line on the left is mandatory:

ing. Reversing the pinch gesture or tapping with two fingers will or zoom out.

• On the agenda page you can swipe to left to

make a direct schedule change, or cancel a
flight leg on the trips page you can also swipe to
the left to edit, clone, or cancel a trip.

• By tapping on the
icon, a communica
tion panel opens from where you can:
a. Email the flight leg
b. Send the details in SMS
c. Call MyJet support
d. Send your route direct to Jeppview
(iPad only)
• Like other iPhone/iPad applications that
use maps, panning is done by “tap-dragging” the finger across the display, and
magnifying or zooming is done by either
double tapping the display or by pinch-

Tap here
8
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• Many places in the app, such as credentials, tech logs, aircraft, PAX, colleagues, etc. You can upload documents,
or pictures. Tap on the upload picture
and you can choose from the library
of the device, take a picture, or choose
from Dropbox.

• Myjet is using color coding to call the
attention of the user to mission critical
issues, such as weight & balance, flight
feasibility, aircraft schedule, services
& permits, airport and other issues.
The RED color always calls for attention,
because based on the available data the
system rates the issue mission critical that
needs prompt interference of the user.
Those issues among others could
be overlapping planned flights in the
flight schedule, over the weight limits
in weight & balance, a rejected filed
flight plan, not yet ordered mandatory
services and permits, airports when the
aircraft parameters do not match with
the airport minimums.
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The YELLOW color is notifying the user
of either not yet checked data, or missing
actions of users that are rated not mission
critical. For example the scheduled crew
will remain marked with yellow until they
confirm, or decline the flight, the DEP
/ ARR / ALT airports of a flight will be
yellow until one of the scheduled crew
confirms that they checked the airport
data.
The GREEN color always indicates that
the flight is good to go.
The GREY color marks the modules and
fields that are not yet touched by the crew,
or operations. For example as long as the
services module is not opened the color
code remains grey on the flight leg page.
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3. GETTING STARTED: SIGN UP TO MYJET
MyJet offers quick and easy sign up to
register new operator, on-board a new
aircraft or join existing operator and fellow
staff members. Within few minutes staff
member will be required to add basic personal information and in need of adding
new aircraft to MyJet database. Application
will guide crew or operations staff through
the process to successfully plan future trips
with MyJet application.
Installation
1. With selected device (iPad, iPhone), go
to App Store.
2. Select search and type in MyJet.
3. Tap install. Once the process is completed, tap open.
Registration
1. With the opened application, swipe left
to briefly review the features MyJet offers.
2. Tap Get Started button.
3. On newly opened screen, tap either
New Account to create a new MyJet Account and Aircraft, or Join Account when
you are joining your company.
4. On the registration page, populate your
first name, last name, email address
10

5.

6.

7.
8.

and mobile phone. It is highly recommended to add full name like in official
personal documents as the information
will be used in MyJet generated documents for the crew and operations
operational purposes.
Tap Sign Up . By signing up, you will
receive an email to the provided email
address which will contain assigned user
name and a unique link to generate
personal permanent password to login
to MyJet application. With the same
user name and password, registered
staff member will be able to login to
mobile (iPad and iPhone) devices and
web-based application.
Go back to Sign In screen, tap on
Go to Log in Page and add provided
user name and generated password.
Tap
.
Allow six-step data download to be
completed to proceed.
Registered user will be asked to
acknowledge and confirm the MyJet
push notifications. Notification may
contain information related to the flight
plan, services, permits, crew scheduling
status, etc.

If the user is already created,
sign in option will return
previous screen
MyJet, Operations Manual

CREATE NEW
ACCOUNT OR
JOIN ACCOUNT
After registration and sign up has been
completed, user will be given two options:
• New Account 1
This option is to be selected if any of the
operator staff members or any of operator’s registered aircraft are not registered
with MyJet. With this option, registered
user will be taken to three-step wizard to
complete sign up process by adding additional personal and generic aircraft details.
• Join Operator 2
By joining operator, registered user will be
able to join fellow crew or operations staff
that have already registered with MyJet.
Selecting this option, you will be asked to
provide a verification code which can be
provided by previously registered users
from the same operator.
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1

SUPPORT REQUEST
During the process of registering new
aircraft and operator, user is always able to
request MyJet support assistance during
the on-boarding wizard. Once on-boarding
process has been initiated, on the top right
corner of the screen tap
. The pop-u
screen will request you to add the phone
number, unless you already provided it
during the initial sign-up, to be contacted
for further assistance.

2
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3.1 CREATE NEW
AIRCRAFT / OPERATOR
In order to create a new aircraft and register new operator, select new aircraft.
STEP ONE: AIRCRAFT
1. Select the AC Type (aircraft type).
2. Enter Aircraft Registration Name.
Add hyphen to aircraft registration if
the registration does have one.

3. Type in official operator name.
If the added Operator name has been
found in the database, you will be
notified to select it, in this case the Join
Operator process will start and you
will be asked to provide the company’s
code, or select the Create option.
Request MyJet support to help
complete on-boarding

If the aircraft has been previously
registered in MyJet, you will be notified
and given the possibility to join existing
aircraft.
Select the aircraft type

Add aircraft registration

Operator’s official name

Operator’s address

12
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4. Add operator’s address by completing
the following fields:
• Operator address
• Operator city
• Operator state/province
• Operator zip/postal code
• Operator country
5. In Aircraft Country field, select aircraft country of registration.
6. Tap on the Home Base to select
Airport officially registered as aircraft
home base.
7. Select Aircraft Units (imperial/metric).
8. Add special aircraft Colours and
Markings (if any).

Official aircraft registered country

Official aircraft registered home base airport

Official aircraft registered country

Special aircraft colours and markings

MyJet, Operations Manual
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9. Scroll down and enter maximum
Weight limits of the aircraft. Several
field will be pre-populated for the user
based on the aircraft type standard
weights in selected units however they
need to be reviewed and adjusted if
required.
Complete the following fields by
checking and editing the pre-populated
values:
• Empty Weight
• Empty Arm or Empty Moment 		
(optional)
• Max Ramp Weight
• MZFW (Maximum Zero Fuel Weight)
• MTOW (Maximum Take-Off Weight)
• MLW (Maximum Landing Weight)
• Max Fuel capacity
10. Once all the fields are completed, tap
Next step on the bottom of the
screen to continue to operations part
of On-Boarding Wizard.

14

Aircraft empty arm
Aircraft empty weight
Aircraft empty moment (auto-calculated after
empty weight and arm is added to the fields)
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum ramp weight of the aircraft
Maximum landing weight
Maximum take-off weight
Maximum aircraft fuel capacity
Next step of the on-boarding wizard
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STEP TWO: OPERATIONS
1. Select OPS Type (operation type) of
the aircraft. The given options will allow
user to choose between commercial,
private and private & commercial
option.
2. Based on selected OPS Type, two new
fields will be required to add - Private
and/or Commercial AOC (air operator’s certificate). User will be given
options based on certificate issued
authority regulations:
• SACAA

(South African Civil Aviation Authority)

• EASA

(European Aviation Safety Agency)

• OTAR

3. If the aircraft is certified to operate
under Single Pilot OPS (single-pilot
operations), use toggles to define operations type of such certification.

Aircraft certified operations type

Private air operator’s certificate type

Commercial air operator’s certificate type
Aircraft operations type for single-pilot
operations (if any)

(Overseas Territories Aviation Requirements)

• UKCAA

(Civil Aviation Authority in United Kingdom)

• AUCASA

(Australian National Aviation Authority)

• FAA

(Federal Aviation Administration)

• EAEGCAA

(UAE General Civil Aviation Authority)

MyJet, Operations Manual
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4. Flight levels section are divided in the
several time-based ranges that defines
the referral maximum operational
altitude within the selected time-based
range. Fill in the fields accordingly by
checking and editing the pre-populated
values:
• FL < 30 min – maximum flight level
reached during 30-minute flight.
• FL 30 to 60 min – maximum flight
level reached when the flight leg flight
time is between 30 to 60 minutes.
• FL 60 to 90 min – maximum flight
level reached when the flight leg flight
time is between 60 to 90 minutes.
• FL > 90 min – maximum flight level
reached when flight leg flight time is
longer than 90 minutes.
5. Add aircraft Turnaround time in
minutes.
6. Type in Minimum RVR (runway visual
range) in meters.
7. Add maximum persons on board by

16

filling in Max POB: Crew+PAX.
8. Fill in available Cockpit Crew to operate the aircraft.
9. Populate the quantity of available
Cabin Crew available for the selected
aircraft. If no cabin crew is available,
type in 0.
10. PAX Seats field can not be
adjusted. This field is auto-calculated
by deducting cockpit and cabin crew
from maximum persons on board
(Max POB: Crew+PAX).
Flight time based flight levels
Minimum aircraft runway visual range (meters)
Aircraft turnaround time
Available cockpit crew
Max persons on board including all crew
members and available passengers seats
Available cabin crew on board
Auto-calculated passenger seats on board
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11. Add Equipment list by completing
flight plan item 10 and flight plan PBN
list. tap on flight plan item 10 field.
choose one of the options to complete equipment list.
Option 1: manually adjust equipment
list by typing in equipment codes for
FP item 10 and PBN.

Tap FP item 10 and PBN fields.
By typing in adjust defaulted
equipment list to your aircraft

1. On the very top of the screen,
select FP Item 10 or PBN. Type in
the FP item 10 or PBN code of the
aircraft.
2. Tap Save on the top of the screen.

MyJet, Operations Manual
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Option 2: Use toggles to generate
equipment list code for FP Item 10
and PBN.
1. Tap on the toggles (the toggle
will then be labeled blue) to select
the items for the FP Item 10
and PBN Equipment list. The
equipment list is separated into
navigation, communication, CPDLC
(controller-pilot data link communications), ATC RTF (air traffic control
tactical air navigation), ACARS
(aircraft communications addressing
and reporting system), Transponder, ADS-B (automatic dependent
surveillance – broadcast), required
navigation performance and other
sections.
2. As the toggles are selected one by
one, the FP Item 10 and PBN will
be automatically adjusted on the
very top of the screen. Tap Save on
the top of the screen.
3. Tap Next Step to continue.
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FP Item 10 and PBN Equipment list will be
updated as the equipment items are
selected using toggles

Deselected equipment list item
Flight Plan Item 10
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STEP THREE: CREW PROFILE
1. Add 3-letter preferred Alias.
2. Type in your official Title.
3. Tap on Date of Birth and with the
opened keyboard select the date.
4. Add your Cell Phone. (if initially was
not provided) Country code must be
specified in this field.
5. Pick your Functions option from given
crew or office list options.
6. Crew option: user will be required
to fill in additional information. Tap
your roles field and select assigned
roles for this aircraft.
7. Tap Done! once all roles have been
selected.
8. Tap Home Base field and search for
assigned home base Airport, by default
we display the Aircraft’s Home Airport.
9. Tap Done! to complete the
on-boarding wizard.
10. When the Create Trip page appears,
wait a few seconds and allow the sixstep data download to be completed
to proceed.

11 The user will be asked to acknowledge
and confirm the MyJet Push Notifications. Notification may contain
information related to the flight plan,
services, permits, crew scheduling
status, etc.
12 In the meantime you will also receive
an email from MyJet with invitation code of the company that
your colleagues will need to provide when they sign up to MyJet.
13 From this point on the system is operationally ready to use all services
accept the Weight & Balance part, for
which you will need to send the W&B
part of the Operational Manual of
the Aircraft

Select assigned crew roles for the aircraft
MyJet, Operations Manual
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3.2 JOIN EXISTING ACCOUNT
1. Tap Join Account.
2. In the field, add your company code
and tap
. Request your
colleagues that have already registered
with MyJet for the company code. If
the code is correct, it will be identified
as
.
3. Once the company code is validated,
tap Next.

4. Your request will be added to pending
approval list together other users that
has requested approval for the same
operator. The primary contact of the
operator will be notified and given
permission to approve the users.
5. Once approved, you will receive a
pop-up and will be informed about the
data-sync performance as a next step.
6. The primary contact / operations staff
will provide User Aircraft Assignments or user can join existing aircraft
by tapping
>
>
.
Main menu

Select Join Account to join registered
operator and its staff in MyJet
20

Add company code

Pending request(s)
MyJet, Operations Manual

2. In the search type the name of the
office, or crew member you would
like to onboard to your account, when
found tap on the name and then on
done.

APPROVE A COMPANY JOIN REQUEST
When a new colleague signes up, the
owner of the Account (the first person
to have signed up) will find the request in
their directory. Go to
>
>
and accept, or reject the request.
After MyJet successfully transferred the
new user to your account, the system will
ask you to add assignments to the new user.
1. Select a new function for the user (crew/
office)
2. On the new page add to one, or all
aircraft, add the roles of the user, the
OPS type (commercial / private, or
both) and the start date.
3. If you select the office function, then
on the next page add the office role
and the start date.

Add office assignment

Add crew assignment

ADDING A NEW CREW / OFFICE
PERSONAL FROM CONTACTS
1. Go to
>
>
and tap on the + at the top right.
Select Assignment

MyJet, Operations Manual
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3. Create either an office (dispatcher,
executive, maintenance manager, etc.),
or a crew assignment.
4. If office assignment, select the role
and add a start date, which is defaulted to the day you create the
assignment. If you choose to add office
personal, they will have full access to all
flights of all aircraft within your account.
This was designed to accommodate
the dispatch role in the system.
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5. If you create a crew assignment,
select the aircraft, all roles of the
crew member (eg. captain and captain
second), select the operations type
such as commercial, private, or both
and the start date that is defaulted to
the day you add the assignment.

6. The new colleague will receive an
email from MyJet asking them to create
their passwords and to login.
7. Wait a few seconds until MyJet starts
creating all related records in the system and the new colleague will appear
on your list. From this point on they
have access to the system and can
perform all actions allowed by their
profiles.
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4. HAMBURGER MENU
4.1 MOBILE

4.2 WEB APP

The hamburger menu and its features
can be found by tapping the home button.
It allows the user to access several features such as schedule flights, create a trip,
access messages, obtain airport information, get safety reports, access stored
contacts, profile and much more. All of
this can be accessed by touching the tab
related to the desired function.

Use the hamburger button on the Web
App to access the related features. The
hamburger menu can be expanded and
collapsed as required.

Use the hamburger
button to navigate to
the different parts of
the menu

MyJet, Operations Manual
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5. AGENDA
5.1 MOBILE APP

Tap My Agenda to open
the selection window.

Select All FLs to view all the flights
within the operator on one page.

The Agenda allows MyJet users to access
various views of flights related to their
account and operator.
1. Access the Agenda by tapping the
hamburger menu and selecting Agenda.
2. The default agenda displayed on MyJet
is My Agenda where users can view all
the flights they have been crewed on.
3. Tap My Agenda and users can access
other agendas from the selection window at the bottom of the screen.
4. Scroll and select My Flights to display
the flights which were created by the
user while logged into their account.
5. Scroll and select All Flights to display all
flights created within the user’s operator.
6. Flights belonging to the user’s crew
members will be displayed by their full
name.
7. Flights specific to an aircraft will be
displayed by scrolling and selecting an
aircraft call sign.

24

Scroll and select different agendas to
view different information related to
the flights within your operator.
MyJet, Operations Manual

5.2 WEB APP
On the Web App home page, users can
view required information by tapping on
My Agenda and selecting different view.

MyJet, Operations Manual
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6. MESSAGES
The following chapter explains the types
of non-automated messages that a user
may receive when using MyJet.

6.1 CREW SCHEDULE
UPDATES
1. A crew member is scheduled onto a
flight leg by a MyJet user.
2. Tap Notify All to notify all crew members scheduled or send individual
notifications.

Tap Notify All

26

Tap Yes to send a notification to
all crew scheduled on flight
or Not Now to cancel
MyJet, Operations Manual

4. The crew member views the message
by tapping the menu and selecting
Messages.
5. Crew members can view more information by tapping Show more.
6. Tapping on the flight leg name will
direct the user to the flight leg details
page where the user can view
the flights feasibility, preparation, information and actuals.
Notifications are
sent for each flight leg
the crew member has
been scheduled for

Tap Show more to
view more information
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Tap the flight leg highlighted in
blue to view the flight leg
details page
27

6.2 CONFIRM A MESSAGE
1. The crew member views the message
by tapping the menu button and selecting Messages.
2. Tap Roger to confirm a message.

6.3 WRITE A NEW
GENERAL MESSAGE
1. Users can write a general message by
tapping the menu button and selecting
Messages.
2. Tap the white cross at the top right
hand of the screen.
3. Type @colleague’s name or @MyJet
Support to write to a colleague or
MyJet support team.
4. Write your message.
5. Tap Send.
Tap white + symbol
to compose new
message

Type the icon
to send a direct
chatter to this user
28
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Write message and tap Send.
Your message will appear in
the chatter news feed

6.4 WRITE A MESSAGE
FROM A RECORD
MOBILE AP
1. Users can write a general message by
tapping the menu button and selecting
Messages.
2. Tap the white cross at the top right
hand of the screen.
3. Type @colleague’s name or @MyJet
Support to write to a colleague or
MyJet support team.
4. Type your message.
5. Tap Send.

Tap Messages to
write a chatter message
from within a flight leg
MyJet, Operations Manual
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6.5 WEB APP

Type @ and recipients name to
send a direct chatter to this user

Tap Messages to write
a chatter message from
within a flight leg

30
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7. AUTOMATED NOTIFICATIONS
MyJet will send automated notifications
advising users of what is happening with
their flight at various stages. Automated
notifications may be sent via email, Chatter and SMS. In the future, MyJet automated notifications will be configurable and
depending on the user’s communication
preferences will be sent via SMS, Chatter
or email.

Example of a Chatter notification
(email) that “mentions user in a post”

7.1 CHATTER MESSAGE

7.2 AFTN MESSAGES

We may define Chatter as messages
which follow a similar format to Twitter
“mentioning a user in a post” using the @
user name format. Chatter allows communicate with their colleagues within the
application and to request assistance from
@MyJet support relating to specific flights.

MyJet will send flight plan filing status
messages via the AFTN network. Below
is a list of the type of filing status messages
that a user may receive:

Chatter is also used to notify specific crew
members that they have been scheduled
or unscheduled on flight legs, service
orders have been updated, and to remind
users that customs are required on their
flights.
MyJet, Operations Manual

Example of a flight plan filing
status message which may be
sent to users via email,
SMS or Chatter

•
•
•
•
•
•

FPL: FILING ACKNOWLEDGED
FPL: DELAY REQUEST SENT
FPL: CHANGE REQUEST SENT
CNL: FILING CANCELLATION SENT
FPL: FLIGHT PLAN FILING SENT
MAN: FLIGHT PLAN MANUAL
PROCESSING
• REJ: REQUEST REJECTED
• ACK:CHG REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGED
31

7.3 CTOT MESSAGES
MyJet will receive many calculated takeoff time slot management messages
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAM
SRM
SLC
SIP
FLs
DES
RRP
RRN
ERR

(Slot Allocation)
(Slot Revision)
(Slot Requirement Cancellation)
(Slot Improvement Proposal)
(Flight Suspension)
(De-Suspension)
(Re-Routing Proposal)
(Re-Routing Notification)
(Error)

Example of slot allocation
message sent via email

7.4 SERVICE
COMMUNICATIONS

The MyJet application will auto translate these incoming messages delivering
crew/operations members automated
notifications via chatter, email or SMS
messages:

When a user initiates a purchase order,
the MyJet system will automatically build
an email with the order details and send
it to the supplier. This email will be stored
in the back-end of the MyJet system and a
copy of the email will be sent to the user.

ing actions:

• CTOT: SLOT ALLOCATION
• CTOT: SLOT REVISION
• CTOT: SLOT CANCELLATION

When a supplier responds to this service
email, the MyJet support team will manually process the email may take the follow-

The following are examples of the types of
service communication that MyJet users
will receive:

32

• Update statuses for the services
• Send a chatter message to the pilot to
discuss about specific topics
• Reply to the supplier
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SERVICES: NEW ORDER SENT

MyJet, Operations Manual
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SERVICES: ORDER ADD-ON SENT

34
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SERVICES: ORDER UPDATE SENT
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8. AIRPORT DATABASE
The airport tabs provide access to the
worldwide airport database.
To locate the airports page in MyJet, tap
the menu button and select Airports.

Search for desired airport
by name, by IATA or ICAO code

36

Details including
restriction & contacts
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8.1 SUPPLIER DATABASE
Suppliers database allows users to
access suppliers’ details such as FBO, fuel,
hotel and caterer information.

MyJet, Operations Manual
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8.2 WEATHER

To translate information
to plain English swipe
the toggle
38

Send airport charts
by clicking on the
share button
MyJet, Operations Manual

9. AIRCRAFT & CREW CALENDAR
The Aircraft and Crew Calendars allow
MyJet users to access the schedule of the
aircraft related to their account and view
the schedules of their crew members with
assignments on those aircrafts.

9.1 MOBILE APP
1. Access the Aircraft Calendar by tapping
the menu button and select Aircraft /
Crew Calendar.
Each column represents an
aircraft’s own schedule. Flight legs
are blocked off on the relevant column. PVT represents a private
flight, PVT POS represents
a positioning flight
Pinch and zoom to expand
and compress the timetable of the
aircraft. The timetable can display
time in intervals of 15 minutes
up to 24 hours
Press and hold on the screen to create
a trip or maintenance event
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This row displays the call signs of
the aircraft within the account

Using pinch and zoom users can expand the
time line and view more information related to
flight legs in the schedule. The data show the
user departure and arrival airports
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2. Access the Crew Calendar by tapping
underneath the aircraft.

This row displays the alias
of the crew members

Tap the departure and arrival
information box to view more
details related to the flight
(departure times, block time,
passengers & crew scheduled)
Tap details will take the user to
the flight leg details screen
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Pinch and zoom to expand
and compress the timetable
of the aircraft and crew.
The timetable can display
time in intervals of 15
minutes up to 24 hours
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Tap the crew members’ information
box to view more details related
to that role (including departure
times, duration of flight, and if
the crew member has read the
message, acknowledged or
declined the role)

Using pinch and zoom users can
expand the time line and view
more information related to
crew and their schedule
The data shows the user,
departure and arrival airport,
the role of each crew member
and the aircraft

MyJet, Operations Manual
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9.2 WEB APP
Access the Aircraft Calendar by clicking
Flight Leg > A/C Schedule.

Users may only access the aircraft schedule from within a flight leg on the web app.

Users may expand and contract the
time line by using the scroll function on a
mouse. Clicking on > moves the time line
in front, clicking < moves the time line behind.

It cannot be compared with the
schedule of the crew on aircraft.
This feature will be added soon.
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10. SAFETY REPORTS (MOBILE ONLY)
10.1 REPORT TYPES
There are two ways in MyJet to initiate
Safety Reports.
1. Tap the menu button and select
Directory.
2. Tap
> Safety
Reports which opens a list of the
available reports.
Or start a report from the flight leg by
typing the Safety Report icon
.

Tap Safety Reports

Tap Safety Reports

MyJet, Operations Manual
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If the safety report is started from the
flight leg, the system will auto assign the
flight leg number to the report.
The following safety report types are
available in MyJet:
• Accident Report		
• Accident Report		
• Accident Report		
• CAT II Report		
• FTL Exceedence Report
• Hazard / Observation
• Hazard / Observation
• Hazard / Observation
• Serious Incident Report
• Occurrence Report
• Occurrence Report
• Occurrence Report
• TCAS Report		

OPS
FBO
Mxx
OPS
OPS
OPS
FBO
Mxx
OPS
OPS
FBO
Mxx

Fill out all fields with available information
and tap Create to save the record. The
fields marked with a blue vertical line on
the left side of the field are mandatory. If
you need feedback, want to Escalate to
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Group Level, or you took pictures, then
use the toggle to change its status.
The safety reports will be available in
report format at a later point in the web
app version of MyJet.

Once all fields are filled with
information, tap on Create
Fields marked by a blue vertical
line are mandatory
Swipe the toggles right
to activate
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11. AIRCRAFT (MOBILE ONLY)
Aircraft section allows user to create a
new aircraft and view all the company’s
aircraft records, aircraft related operational
information and documents. Within aircraft
section operator’s staff will be given access
to assign crew members to particular
aircraft or deactivate their given aircraft assignments. All the aircraft added
information is used for the flight plan
compilation, weight and balance calculation
and aircraft’s operational status.

11.1 ADDING A NEW
AIRCRAFT
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > +.
2. Populate the four fields given:
Registration, Aircraft Type, Country
and Aircraft Colours and Markings.
Typing aircraft registration, hyphen must
be used.
3. Tap Save.
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11.2 AIRCRAFT
1. Once the aircraft record has been
created, tap the menu button and select
Aircraft Registration > Aircraft
Detail to display the sections of the
aircraft related information.
2. Tap Aircraft + > Edit to add serial
number (S. Number) and passenger
seats (PAX Seats).
Add aircraft type
Add aircraft registration with hyphen
Country will be automatically populated
based on the aircraft registration prefix
Add home base

11.3 TYPE
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Type + > Edit.
3. Select different aircraft type from the
given list if required.
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11.4 CREW ASSIGNMENT
Crew assignments section displays all the
crew members assigned to the particular
aircraft. To create an assignment for the
crew member follow these steps:
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select > Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Add Assignment and select crew
member from the provided list.
3. With the given new crew assignment
details to be filled in, tap Role > select
Crew Roles for the aircraft.
3. Select AOC. AOC selection is based on
the private or commercial flights crew
member can operate. If the selected
crew member can operate both, two
assignments for the aircraft will be
required.
4. Select assignment’s Start Date.
5. End Date can be populated once the
crew member’s assignment is expired.
6. Tap Save.

Tap to select crew roles

All selected crew roles
Assignment AOC
(private or commercial)
Assignment start date
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If the crew member’s assignment has
expired, tap Deactivate to end the assignment. The crew member will no longer be
available for scheduling for the aircraft.

11.5 OPERATIONS
Operations sections contains an overview
of the aircraft operational information, its
home base and owner and/or operator
addresses. Information added can be
edited at any time if required.
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Operations + > Edit.
CHANGE HOME BASE
• Tap Home base.
• On the top of the page tap on the
search box. Aircraft home base
airport can be searched by typing in
ICAO, IATA, airport name or city
• Tap to select new home base
airport.
AIRCRAFT OWNER INFORMATION
• Tap Owner.
• In search box, type in the aircraft

owner company name.
• Once the match was found, tap on
the selection. If the owner company
is not found, create a new company
(Section 12: Directory).
• Aircraft Operator cannot be
changed.
OPS TYPE
• Tap on OPS Type.
• Aircraft operations type can be
select as private, commercial or
private & commercial
PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL
OPS SETUP
The application will filter available
Operator AOCs for both private and
commercial operations if any available.
TURNAROUND
A default number of minutes from ETA
to next ETD.

Tap to select crew roles
MyJet, Operations Manual
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11.6. FLIGHT PARAMETERS
Aircraft home base

Registered aircraft owner

Official aircraft operator

Aircraft operations type settings (private,
Commercial, private and commercial

Air operator’s certificates for private and/or
commercial operations

Default aircraft turnaround time
In minutes
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Aircraft Flight Parameters section will
allow the crew member to adjust the aircraft default flight levels and cruise mode.
This information will be used every time
crew member or operations create a flight
leg which helps to calculate the flight time
more accurately and auto-populates the
defaulted flight level based on calculated
route flight time.
1. From your home screen, tap the home
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Flight Parameters + > Edit.
3. To edit the preferred cruise profile,
tap on the Cruise Profile and select
new Cruise Profile value.
4. To adjust the default flight level values
based on the flight time, tap on each
flight time value individually and type in
the highest flight level operated for the
selected flight time range.
5. Type in RVR (Runway Visual Range) of
the aircraft type in meters.
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11.7 EQUIPMENT
Aircraft Equipment list allows crew member to adjust aircraft FP Item 10 and PBN
list as it is used for generating flight leg
flight plan. MyJet allows user to generate
accurate equipment list in two ways:
Manually adjust equipment list by typing in
equipment codes for FP item 10 and PBN:
1. From your home screen, tap the home
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Equipment + > tap on the
opened lists.
3. Tap Edit.
4. On the very top of the screen, select
FP Item 10 or PBN. Type in the FP Item
10 or PBN code of the aircraft.
5. Tap Save on the top of the screen.

Tap on Edit to
adjust the FP item
10 and PBN
MyJet, Operations Manual

Tap FP item 10 and PBN fields –
with the keyboard adjust defaulted
equipment list to your aircraft
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Use toggles to generate equipment list
code for FP Item 10 and PBN:
1. From your home screen, tap then menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Equipment + > tap on the
opened lists.
3. Tap Edit.
4. Tap on the toggle (the toggle will then
be labeled blue) to select the items
for the FP Item 10 and PBN equipment list. Equipment list is separated
into Navigation, Communication,
CPDLC (controller-pilot data link
communications), ATC RTF (air traffic
control tactical air navigation), ACARS
(aircraft communications addressing
and reporting system), Transponder,
ADS-B (automatic dependent surveillance – broadcast), Required Navigation Performance and other sections.
As the toggles are selected one by
one, the FP Item 10 and PBN will be
automatically adjusted on the very top
of the screen.
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FP Item 10 and PBN equipment list will
be updated as the equipment items are
selected using toggles

Unselected equipment list item
Selected equipment list item

11.8 ICAO SEARCH
& RESCUE
ICAO search and rescue section will provide user a possibility to adjust the aircraft
rescue and survival equipment on-board
and define the installed search options for
jackets, survival environment and radio
equipment.
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Choosing Search and Rescue Equipment list:
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap ICAO Search & Rescue + > Edit.
3. In survival equipment section, add the
amount dinghies and its capacity are
on-board, define the colour of the onboard equipment.
4. Jacket section allows user to define the
type of survival jackets placed on-board.
Tapping toggles, define whether jackets
have UHF or VHF frequency, installed
light and fluores.
5. Survival equipment section defines the
environment based equipment onboard in case of emergency. Use toggles
to define whether aircraft has polar,
desert, maritime and other environment emergency equipment.
6. Tap on toggles to define the radio
frequencies (UHF, VHF and ELT) install in aircraft for emergency situations.
7. Tap Save to ensure configuration is saved.
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Tap on toggles to select
the survival equipment
Tap on toggles to select the radio
frequencies in case of emergency
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11.9 AIRCRAFT WEIGHTS
MyJet aircraft weights sections allows
crew member or operations staff to
adjust weights to their aircraft weights and
override default manufacturer provided
weight values. within this section, user
can change Aircraft Empty Weight,
MZFW (maximum zero fuel weight),
Max Ramp Weight, MLW (maximum
landing weight), Max Payload, Max Fuel
and MTOW (maximum take-off weight).
aircraft weights can be readjusted when
required.
ADJUSTING AIRCRAFT
WEIGHT VALUES:
1. From your home screen, tap the
menu button and select Aircraft > tap
on Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Aircraft Weight + > Edit.
3. Based on the unit label for each field,
review and adjust the weight of change
Aircraft Empty Weight, MZFW
(maximum zero fuel weight), Max
Ramp Weight, MLW (maximum
landing weight), Max Payload, Max
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Fuel and MTOW (maximum take-off
weight).
4. Tap Save.

11.10 MINIMUM
RUNWAY DISTANCE
Each user, crew member or operations
staff, can specify aircraft minimum
runway distance for take-off and landing
operations. MyJet application will apply
these settings for each created flight leg
and, if airport is not compatible with the
aircraft, provide warning to crew members’ attention.
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Minimum Runway Distance +
> Edit.
3. Add aircraft minimum take-off and
minimum landing distance. Distance
units must match units added in the
label.

Save changes by tapping Save
Adjust the aircraft weights based
on the given labels (lbs or kg)
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Add minimum take-off and landing distance
for the selected aircraft (in requested units
described in the label)
These limits are used in the feasibility check
to indicate if runway too short

11.11 TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

the aircraft completion and released
for purchase. Below add the Actual
Delivery date that presents when the
aircraft was delivered to the operator.
5. Into Service Date will allow the staff
member to add start date of the operations with the operator.

This section contains the aircraft details
regarding the manufacturing and aircraft
service dates, warranty validity and refurbishment dates. This information can be
adjusted by any crew member or operations staff upon the need and is optional.

Use the numeric keyboard to add
the minimum take-off and landing
distances
MyJet, Operations Manual

ADDING TECHNICAL
AIRCRAFT INFORMATION:
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Technical Information + > Edit.
3. From the top of the screen, add certification to identify the regulatory
authority which has issued the airworthiness certificate for the aircraft.
4. In the second line, add manufacture
date of the aircraft which presents

Add aircraft certification
Regulatory union abbreviation
Select aircraft manufacture date
Add aircraft actual delivery to operator
Add the first date of the aircraft
operation with the operator
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11.12 DOCUMENTS

6. Add Warranty Status defines aircraft
warranty validity.
7. In technical information section, operator staff can specify the latest aircraft
refurbishment dates. Add Ext. Refurbishment date for the latest aircraft
exterior refurbishment (if any) and
Int. Refurbishment for aircraft Interior
refurbishment date.
8. Operations or crew staff have ability
to update maintenance progress in
Maint Progs field that will allow to
review the status of the maintenance
program.
9. If the aircraft was previously registered
with different aircraft registration code
operator staff can add it to Prev Registration field.

Document section allows operations or
crew staff to create digital records of aircraft related documents, supersede them
and update to the newest versions of the
issued documents. All staff will be able to
monitor document expiry day and ensure
all required documents are up to date.
ADDING NEW DOCUMENT

Aircraft warranty
Expiry date
The latest registered
Refurbishment for interior
Salon and exterior aircraft body
Status of the aircraft
maintenance program
Previous aircraft registration (if any)
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1. From your home screen, the menu button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Add.
3. Select the Type of the document from
two given options – Mx Document
(maintenance document) or OPS Document (operations document).
4. Add Document from the given list. The
list is filtered based on the document
type selected previously.
5. Type in the Aircraft Description.
6. In the Expiry Date field, select day,
month and year of the document
expiration with the provided keyboard
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in the bottom on the screen.
7. When the maintenance document type
is selected, operator staff is allowed to
select Mx Authority (maintenance
authority) the document was issued by.
For the OPS documents, the field is to
Select document type from the
given list OPS or mx options
Select the document title from
the given list

Add aircraft
expiry date
Add the aircraft document description
For the maintenance documents select
the authority document was issues by
MyJet, Operations Manual

be left blank.
10. Quantity field is required to populate
the number of documents issued.
11. Doc/Rev Number will allow to add
And track document reference
number found on the authority/manufacturer provided document.
12. Add the document status from:
Issued – document issued and valid
until the defined expiry date.
Scheduled – aircraft currently does
not have a valid document or currently issued document is close to
be expired. Aircraft is scheduled for
inspection to obtain the required
document for a set date.
Superseded – the document was
still valid but replaced with the renewed version of the same type
of the document.
13. If the aircraft has a scheduled inspection date, add the Rev Date (revision
date).
14. Location will allow operations or
crew staff to identity where the
document is placed or achieved. User
adding the document will be allowed

to select one of the given options:
cockpit, cabin, aircraft galley, rear
comp, laptop or office facility.
Document reference /revision number
Status of the document
Quantity or collection of documents
issues

Location of the
document
Next scheduled inspection date to
obtain the document (if any)
Select the format of the
document issued
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UPLOAD A DOCUMENT TO MYJET
1. From your home screen, tap the menu
button and select Aircraft > tap on
Aircraft Details.
2. Tap Documents + > select the document to attach the document to.
3. Below attachments section, tap upload.
4. Select one of the following options:
• Choose from library. Selecting this
option, staff member will be redirected
to the device photo gallery and allowed
to select one or more images to attach
to the document record.
• Take a picture will allow the staff
member to immediately capture an
image of the document and attach to
the selected document.
• Choose from Dropbox option
requires user to have a Dropbox
application installed and activated user
account. Once logged in, the last option
to attach file will redirect the user to
the Dropbox application where staff
member will be able to choose the file
need to be attached to the document.
5. Tap Done.
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6. The attachment(s) is/are now added to
the Document record.

Attached aircraft document files

Use upload file button to upload
one or more files from device
library or Dropbox storage
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12. DIRECTORY (MOBILE ONLY)
The directory allows MyJet users to store
all Contacts, PAX, colleagues and companies related to their account and operator.

Search for any contact related to your
company or stored on your phone

1. Access the Directory by tapping the
menu button and selecting Directory.
2. MyJet application will ask you if it can
access your iPhone contacts. Tapping
OK will allow the import all of your
existing contacts from your iPhone.
3. The MyJet directory will then be shown.

Contacts stored in your MyJet
account and shared with your
colleagues have a turquoise line

12.1 CONTACTS
Private Contacts are contacts which
have been directly imported from your
iPhone and are not stored in the MyJet
system.
Shared Contacts are contacts which
are stored in MyJet and shared by all staff
found under your operator. They are usually passengers that have previously flown
under your operator or contacts that exist
at a given airport.
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iPhone/iPad contacts which are
not stored in MyJet do not have
a line next to their names

Use the bottom menu to navigate to
different parts of the directory

Contact Data
Tap on the contact name to open details
about the contact. This will allow you to
perform the following actions:
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Tap the star to save the contact as a favourite. The contact will then appear under the
Favourites tab at the bottom

12.2 ADD CREDENTIALS
Scroll down the page to review Credentials associated with your contact.
1. Staff Documentation relate to any
identify credentials such as passports
and Visas.
2. Staff Training relate to any credential
licenses competence Instructor certifications.
3. Staff Qualification relate to any crew
training qualifications that crew member may have done.
To add a Credential:
1. Tap Create Credential.
2. Complete the mandatory fields and
add all related information.
3. Tap Save once completed.
When editing a private Contact it will
automatically and unavoidably be saved as
a MyJet Contact. During this process you
will be required to associate the Contact
with a Company.

Tap on the phone or email symbol
to call or email your contact
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COLLEAGUES & ASSIGNMENTS
Tap the
button on the directory
menu to show you all colleagues that
belong to your operator.
In order to allow a colleague to fly an aircraft of your company, they need to have a
valid aircraft assignment for that aircraft.

Choose the role the crew
Member will fly on the aircraft
The AOC determines if the crew member flies commercially or privately

COMPANIES
Use the
button to access all companies which exist in MyJet. Search for an
Airport ICAO or IATA to see a list of all
companies belonging to that airport.

1. Tap on the Colleague Name and scroll
down and tap on the Add Assignment button.
2. Choose if either and Aircraft Assignment for flight crew or Office Assignment for office staff.
3. Choose the aircraft you want to add
the assignment for.

Choose the date the crew
member started to fly that aircraft
The end date is optional
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13. MY PROFILE (MOBILE ONLY)
The My Profile Menu allows users to
access their personal details and payment
methods.

13.2 PAYMENT METHODS
By tapping the + symbol in the top right
corner, you can add as many cards as you
need and save them for use in other apps.

13.1 PERSONAL DETAILS
Accessing this menu the user will find
personal details such as company name,
email, time zone or address. All details can
be amended by tapping the Edit button.
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14. TRIP VIEW (MOBILE ONLY)
14.1 THE CONCEPT
A Trip is a series of one or more flight
legs that have been grouped together for
an aircraft or client. Whenever creating
flights in MyJet, each flight is assigned and
designated to a specific trip. An example
of a trip would be: EGGW – LEBL, LEBL –
LSZH, LSZH – EGGW.

14.2 TRIPS SCREEN
1. To Locate your Operators Trips in
MyJet, tap the menu button and select
> Trips.

2. MyJet will then show a list of trips that
have previously been created under
your operator.

14.3 EDIT, CLONE OR
CANCEL A TRIP
Edit Trip – change the stage (flight confirmed or TBC) and the company requesting the trip. You can also add leg to your
trip at the bottom.
Clone Trip – clone the entire itinerary of
your trip including the aircraft & company
info and any legs which were associated
with the original trip.
Cancel Trip – cancel the entire trip and
all its associated flight legs. This will also
cancel filed flight plans and services or
permits which have been requested.
Use the + button to create a new trip
Use the different filters to show
data of different trips

Swipe left to
either edit, clone
or cancel your trip

Tap on each trip to see the flight legs
associated with that trip
MyJet, Operations Manual
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15. TRIPS
15.1 CREATE A TRIP

15.2 ADD FLIGHT LEG

Mobile app
1. To create a new trip tap the menu
Button and select > create trip.
2. Populate the aircraft, trip type, company and stage.

1. Tap Add New Leg after populating the
above information.

If your operator has multiple aircraft,
they will appear in the drop-down
menu
Depending on the aircraft, private or
commercial trips can be selected
Choose the company requesting
The trip here
Choose either flight confirmed or
flight TBC if the trip has not been
confirmed yet
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2. Suggested legs are shown immediately below the aircraft and company
info section. Suggested legs are the
most common, likely and historical
flights which have previously flown with
your selected aircraft.
3. Tap Add New Leg Button to introduce
a new flight leg.
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15.3 AIRPORT
SELECTION

FLIGHT TYPES
(Positioning and Non-Positioning)
Planned PAX – Enter the number of
planned passengers on this flight.

Populate the routing in the
from and to fields

Alternate will be selected automatically. This can be changed using the
drop-down

Toggle the time in local or UTC
Populate the date and time the flight
will depart or arrive and the block
time will be calculated automatically
If fuel stOPS are required, they will be
indicated to you on the screen

Flight Type – Private or commercial
is chosen if the flight contains PAX. If
no PAX are entered, the flight type will
automatically set to POS Private or POS
Commercial (Positioning).
Call Sign – Indicated call sign assigned
to this flight. By default, this is set to the
aircraft registration but can be edited if
necessary. With hyphen “-” removed.
Flight Rules – Indicated flight rules
assigned to this flight. This can be edited if
necessary.
Speed – The speed of the aircraft is based
on the preferred cruise profile of that
aircraft type. The appropriate speed you
want to operate the flight can be set here.
Avg Winds – The average winds for this
route is provided by MyJet automatically.
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Requested FL – The requested flight
level is set automatically depending on the
block time of the route. This can be edited
as necessary.
Route Optimize – You can customise the
flight plan routing based on the distance,
time, fuel or ESAD.
Tap Save Leg to add the leg to your trip,
new legs can then be added to your trip
repeating the above process.
Once all legs have been added to your
trip, tap Save Trip.

All flight legs added to the trip
are shown under Trip Legs
New flight legs can be added using
the Add New Leg button
To remove a flight from your trip
hold your finger down on the
flight and tap the X icon
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Select the number of Crew
This is only possible for "Single Pilot Operations"
and has to be enabled for the aircraft and for the
type of flight (private or commercial).
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15.4

WEB APP

CREATE A TRIP
1. To create a trip in the Web App click
on the + icon on the left hand side.
2. Populate the aircraft, company, trip
type and stage using the same steps as
mentioned in the mobile.
3. Choose the ETD date & time or ETA
date & time to gain a block time calculation and feasibility check.
4. The Aircraft Schedule will then show
the aircraft’s planned flight legs and
events for that day.
5. Use the Add Leg button after populating the flight leg data.
6. Once your legs have been added, hit
the Create Trip button.
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SAVING YOUR TRIP
After tapping Create Trip, several calculations are then performed by MyJet. This
includes:
GEN – generating a route for your saved
flight legs
CAL – calculating the countries which
overfly the route generated route
ANL – analysing the flight’s feasibility given
the aircraft’s range and current schedule
CAL – calculating a valid flight plan which
to use on each one of your flight legs
CAL – Calculating weight & balance
based on the aircraft’s compartments and
balance envelope

The flight plan calculation takes
place after saving the trip

Each calculation takes place sequentially
and is shown on the screen. Once a calculation is complete, the next one begins

OPT – optimising fuel and performance
calculations for route efficiency and the
aircraft’s fuel capabilities
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16. FLIGHT LEG
16.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW
CAROUSEL
The carousel gives MyJet users an overview of their flight legs. The carousel contains the following information and allows
users to slide (left and right) between
flight legs of a trip, flight legs of a specific
aircraft, all flight legs within their account
and flight legs that users are specifically
scheduled on as a crew member. It also
contains a share button to share flight legs
via social accounts and an edit button.
• Date of flight leg
• Aircraft call-sign
• Block Time
• ETA in UTC and Local
• ETD in UTC and Local
• Departure airport in ICAO and IATA
• Arrival airport in ICAO and IATA
• The status of a flight leg
• The number of legs the trip of the flight
leg contains
• Whether the flight leg is a positioning
or private leg
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The carousel on the Web App contains
the same information as the mobile
application except it does not include a
share or edit button. The user may only
slide (left and right) between flight legs on
a trip not all the flights within the operator.
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Tap My FLs to access different carousel
views including all flight legs within the
account, flight the user signed in is scheduled on, the flight legs within a trip and
flight legs specific to an aircraft
Trip FLs allows user to swipe left and right
keeping within the same trip
The flight leg shows private leg 2/4 after the
user swipes left from private leg 1/4

FEASIBILITY CHECKS
Aircraft Schedule
This feature allows the user to check
the aircraft availability. Displaying if the
aircraft is operational, has no overlapping or maintenance flights, and shows
the previous (if any) and future (if any)
flight information or if the flight is a
positioning or passenger flight.
This gives the user an overview of the
aircraft’s schedule showing how much
time the aircraft is on the ground and
how much turnaround time the aircraft
has before future flights.
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On the Web Application, the feasibility checks
are found on the Aircraft Schedule tab

Functionality of the aircraft is unknown
as the previous flight did not have a
tech-log
Status suggests a positioning flight is
required to arrive at EGGW from EDDF
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Weight & Balance
This feature helps the user check the
balance and weight, edit fuel planner on
their flight leg, change the payload, or
change to alternate airport. It also allows
to add a fuel stop, and review the trip
time to fuel ratios on various flight levels.
Status signifies that the weight & balance is
off and requires reviewing

Airports
Overview of the departure and arrival
airports including the alternate 1 showing the status of “All Airports Checked
OK”.
Status signifies that the user has checked all
the information provided by the airport has
been checked OK
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The Web Application provides the user with information related
to the airport and what administration is required
for take-off and landing

Toggle button on switches the status
of the airport on the flight details
page meaning that all airport
information has been checked
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Informs the user of the alias of
the crew members scheduled
Overview showing the status of the PIC, SIC,
and CABIN crew scheduled on the flight leg
The crew row shows the user the alias of
the crew members scheduled and if that
crew member is acknowledged or rejected
the flight (amber = tentative)
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FLIGHT PREPARATION
These features help the MyJet user to make
flight preparation for each flight leg.
This includes: services, permits, passengers,
route & map, weather and NOTAMs.

Flight Information
This feature provides MyJet users with the
following information:
• Type of flight leg
• Call-sign of aircraft
• Flight time
• Altitude
• Wind speed
• Route / Equivalent Still Air Distance in
nautical miles
• Fuel required to complete flight leg
• The speed of the aircraft
• Weight & balance optimisation
• Flight rules

Information can be minimized using
the – button beside each tab

Services have not been ordered. After
ordering the status will display as green
Permits have not been ordered. After
ordering the status will display as green
Displays the to be confirmed and actual
passengers scheduled on a flight
Status shows that a ICAO flight plan
has been created
The flight plan has not be filed yet. After
filing the status will display as green
74
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Actuals
MyJet users can enter the actuals of each
flight leg from each flight leg page including:
• Actual Time of Departure in UTC
• Actual Take-off Time in UTC
• Actual Landing Time in UTC
• Actual Time of Arrival in UTC

Tap Edit

Changing the arrival airport

16.2 EDITING THE
FLIGHT LEG DETAILS
16.2.1 SCHEDULE CHANGE
There are two methods to change the
schedule of a flight leg. The first is from
the flight leg details page and the second
is from the agenda. In this section, we will
explain how to change the schedule using
both methods.
MyJet, Operations Manual
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Use the search bar to
look for a new arrival airport

Save to calculate a new schedule

Select an airport from their
recent airport list

New airport is populated
in the arrival airport field
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Agenda
1. Access a Flight Leg by tapping the
menu button and selecting > Agenda.
2. Slide the flight leg from left to right.
3. Tap Change Time.
4. Adjust the schedule.
5. Tap Save to recalculate the flight.

Slide the flight leg from left to right

The option to Change Time
and Cancel Leg
Tap Change Time
to change the scheduled time
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Switch toggles between
Local to UTC time
Adjust the ETD or ETA
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Application reminds the user that
changes have been made and they
need to tap Save to recalculate

Tap Done to continue
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16.2.2 DELAY
MOBILE APP
1. Flight Leg > Edit to edit a flight leg
details.
2. Adjust the ETD to delay flight.
3. Adds reason for delaying flight.
4. Tap Save to recalculate the new
schedule.
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WEB APP
1. Flight Leg > Flight Plan > Edit to
edit a flight leg details.
2. Adjust the ETD to delay flight.
3. Tap Save to recalculate the new
schedule.
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Tap ETD to delay your
departure time
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To enter the reason for your ETD
delay choose one of the following
options: Aircraft Tech, ATC Slot,
Operations Correction, Passenger
Request or Weather

Delaying a flight leg will recalculate
all the flight parameters
as shown here
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16.2.3 AIRPORT CHANGE

16.2.4 CANCELLATION

To change your departure or arrival location, tap Departure / Arrival Airport 1.
1. Delete the current airport.
2. Select desired airport using ICAO or
plain English.
3. Tap Save.

There are two methods to cancel a flight
leg. The first is from the flight leg details
page and the second is from the agenda. In
this section, we will explain how to change
the schedule using both methods.

Flight Details Page
1. Select the Flight Leg > and hit Edit.
2. Tap Cancel Leg.
3. Confirm the cancellation.

Changing the DEP or ARR airport will recalculate the same flight parameters
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Cancel Leg
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Confirm the cancellation

AGENDA
1. Access a Flight Leg by tapping the
menu button and selecting > Agenda.
2. Slide the flight leg from left to right.
3. Tap Cancel.
4. Confirm the cancellation.
5. Flight leg is canceled and removed from
the agenda.
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16.3 WEIGHT
AND BALANCE
16.3.1 WEIGHT PLANNER
In the weight and balance section you can
see the current weights and maximum
weights for your flight leg. You can amend
current weight’s and passengers position
within the aircraft as well as hold weight
distribution. The fuel policy is also available
from the weight and balance section.
16.3.2 EDITING THE WEIGHTS

By tapping on edit you will access
the cabin, cargo and fuel layout
Switch between inches or % MAC
for your center of gravity
By tapping on the envelope
you will access full screen mode
By scrolling to the end of the screen you can
locate your empty weight, crew and payload
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Cancel Leg

Flight envelope. CG in inches or % MAC

Cabin Layout
Cabin layout (seat map) can be accessed
by tapping on Weight planner > Edit.

After tapping on a passenger and selecting
the weight option you can amend a single
passenger weight.

To allocate the passengers seats and
amend the weight tap on the seat and
select weight or position.

To change the passenger seat select the
passenger click on position button and
select a new seat.
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Cabin Layout
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Holds Layout
Holds layout can be accessed by tapping
on Weight Planner > Edit > Cargo.
Here you can amend the weight per bag,
add additional weight and distribute it in
the different holds available on the aircraft.
Fuel Distribution
Access fuel distribution by tapping on
Weight Planner > Edit > Fuel.
Here you can re-distribute the fuel in
different tanks. You cannot change the
total fuel on board from this screen only
re-distribute the fuel.
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16.3.3 FUEL
By tapping on Fuel from the main weight
and balance page you will be available to
see your fuel breakdown and select your
fuel policy for the flight.
Once you tap on edit you can directly
amend the Taxi and the Contingency fuel.
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By tapping on edit you will access the Fuel
Planner

If you open the fuel policy drop-down
menu you can select between the following:
Ramp fuel: select the ramp fuel.
Extra fuel: specify the amount of extra
fuel required for the flight.
Landing fuel: specify the amount of fuel
required in the tanks when landing at
destination.
Minimum fuel: the system will calculate
the minimum fuel required for the flight
and no extra fuel will be allocated.
Landing weight: specify you desired
weight on landing. The system will keep
the current crew and payload and add the
remaining as fuel and extra fuel.
Take-off weight: The system will add as
fuel the remaining underload for the takeoff weight that you select.
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17. FLIGHT LEG RELATED
AIRPPORT DATA
16.3.4 FLIGHT OPTIMISATION
On this screen, you will see the different
flight times and fuel burn that you would
have if you change the flight level or the
cruise speed. You will also see the average
wind at different flight levels.

Under Feasibility Checks select Airports.
In the main flight leg screen, you will see
the departure, arrival and alternate airport
listed with a code and a colored dot.
Green: good to go / no restrictions.
Yellow: some restrictions or some information need to be reviewed before
operating the flight.
Red: no-go item at the airport.
Once you click on the airport’s tab you will
find all the relevant information for that
airport including best available approach,
airport category, hours of operations and
other general information like JET A1,
customs, if handling is mandatory, etc.
Once you have reviewed all three airports
you can scroll back to the top and activate the “All airports checked OK” and
change to green all airports on the main
flight leg page.
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18. CREW SCHEDULER
MyJet’s Crew scheduler feature allows
users to schedule crew on flights and keep
track of important FTL information for
your flight crew.

18.1 SCHEDULE AN
AVAILABLE CREW
MEMBER

Depending on where your aircraft is based,
a set of FTL AOC Rules will be assigned
to your operator. These can be one of the
following:

MOBILE APP
A box will be shown detailing all available
roles the crew member can fly as listed
under their aircraft assignment and the
individual configuration of the aircraft.
Possible available roles include:

Aviation
Regulatory
Union

Country
/ Region

EASA
FAA135
FAA91
OTAR
UKCAA
AUCASA
SACAA
UAEGCAA

Europe
United States
United States
UK Overseas Territories
UK
Australia
South Africa
Middle East

CAP – Captain PIC
CS – Captain SIC
FO – First Officer
PA – Pilot Assistant
FA – Flight Attendant
Tap Save to finish scheduling the crew
members on the flight leg and processing
the FTL parameter calculation.
Crew that have an assignment for the
flight leg’s aircraft and are available to
fly are illustrated with a green dot
Tap on the + symbol to schedule a
crew member on a flight leg
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+

Tap the + symbol to launch
the push on-boarding process
This enables theuser to add
a new user, create their
assignment and make them
available in this screen as a
crew member that can be
scheduled for this flight
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Tap show FTL to give a detailed view of
the crew members flight time limitations
for their FDP
The departure airport, role, A/C registration and arrival airport are shown over
the flight leg
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WEB APP
To schedule a crew member.
1. Click on the Flight Leg from the
Agenda screen and select Crew.
2. Tap on the + button next to the
available crew member, choose their
role and click Save.
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18.2 FTL PARAMETER
CALCULATION
MyJet processes Flight Time Limitations
depending on the AOC rules assigned
when your aircraft is on-boarded. The following FTL parameters are auto calculated
when scheduling crew on a flight:
• Commercial or Private OPS
• Flight Duty Period
• Duty Period
• Max FDP
• Minimum Rest
• Reporting Time
• Post Flight Duty
• FDP Extensions
• Split Duty
• WOCL
Depending on the number of flights within
a flight duty period for a scheduled crew
member, flight duty period, duty period
and minimum rest will be calculated
automatically.
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In scenarios where a split duty or FDP
extension is possible, MyJet will offer this
option to you when scheduling the crew
member.
When scheduling crew on the mobile and
web app and after tapping save, the status
of the different calculations is shown.

MyJet will show the status of all
FTL Calculations when scheduling crew
Depending on the number of crew
chosen to be scheduled in the previous
step, MyJet will schedule each
crew member automatically
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WEB APP
Once MyJet has finished scheduling the
crew, the message ‘Crew Member has
been scheduled successfully’ will be
shown. Tap Done to continue.
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18.3 SHOW FTL
The Show FTL screen shows a complete
breakdown of each crew member’s flight
duty period and minimum rest. The flight
leg routing is shown at the top of the
screen with the time in UTC on the left
side.
Tap Show FTL from the crew screen to
access the Show FTL screen.

The amount of minimum rest (yellow) the
crew member requires prior to the start
of the FDP. Minimum rest ends when
the reporting time begins for the crew
members FDP
The reporting time (purple) is calculated
from the ETD of the first flight in the crew
members FDP and is dependent on the
AOC definition
The actual FDP (dark below) includes
the reporting time + any flights the crew
member is scheduled on
Post flight duty (dark blue) is shown after
the crew members FDP has ended
The potential maximum FDP (dark blue)
is also shown. This can help with planning
possible FDP duty limits if future flights
are scheduled for a crew member
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As each crew member is scheduled on
different flight leg each flight is absorbed
in the FDP and duty period
This ensures accurate calculation of crew
member’s FTL’s. If flights are rescheduled,
the crew’s FDP and duty periods are recalculated automatically
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WEB APP
1. Click on the Flight Leg from the
Agenda screen and select Crew. In the
web app, the FTL’s are shown by default.
2. Tapping on the crew members
scheduled event will allow you to
change role, un-schedule or view
details.
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18.4 NOTIFYING THE
CREW
MyJet allows users to notify crew once a
crew member has been scheduled on a
flight. This can be done on either Crew or
Show FTL screen.

Use the send button to notify crew
individually about their schedule
The Notify All button will send a communication
to all crew members scheduled on the flight leg

Tap the flight leg link to navigate
directly to the flight leg
The notification sent to crew
includes the dates, times, routing,
PAX and scheduled crew
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When the crew member then navigates
to the flight leg, they will be prompted
to acknowledge their crew scheduling by
either accepting, tentatively accepting
or rejecting this scheduling.
Scheduling accepted - green dot
Acceptation pending - yellow dot
Scheduling rejected - red dot

18.5 UN-SCHEDULE A
CREW MEMBER
To un-schedule a crew member from a
flight follow these steps:
1. Tap the Crew section of the flight leg.
2. Tap on the Crew Members Scheduled Event on the Crew screen.
3. Tap Un-Schedule and Save to remove
the crew member from the flight.
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19. SERVICE ORDERING
19.1 ARRIVAL AND
DEPARTURE SERVICES
MyJet offers users the option to book
services for each flight leg. The services are
split into two tabs. One for departure, the
other for arrival.

MyJet also offers users mandatory services a user would expect to book through
airport FBO, as well as suggested services
- for example Fuel Jet A1 - which a user

Separate tab for both departure
and arrival airport
Tap Book Services to open the service menu

Tap Book to book the mandatory and
suggested service set by default in
departure tab
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may book, but it’s not mandatory. These can
be canceled. Users can book optional services in addition to custom services. Users
may request those themselves.
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19.2 START A
SERVICE ORDER
Start a service order by tapping Book
Services > Book Now.

19.3 PRE-POPULATED
MANDATORY AND
SUGGESTED SERVICES
On mobile application suggested services
are marked in amber informing the user
that this service can be declined. Mandatory services which must be booked for the
departure / arrival are marked in green.

19.4 SELECT MORE
UN-POPULATED SERVICES
MyJet users can select un-populated
services and custom services and add
these to their handler / FBO request.
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Tap Select More to add additional
service items within each section
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Services > Select More. MyJet users
select the service they require from the
list of service items within each section.

19.5 ADD A NEW
CUSTOM SERVICE

Through adding Quantity and other
mandatory fields, users may add additional
information in the description box, if they
so desire. Tap Select > Done to save the
new service line items.

To add a new Custom Service:
1. Tap Services > Select More.
2. Tap + to add a custom service item to
a flight leg.
3. Tap Select > Done to save the new
service line item.

Tap Select to add the service
items to the order
Specify more information in
the description box

Type your custom service
item here
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3. Type in the name of the service item
required of the flight leg and tap Save
> Done.

4. After adding an un-populated service
and creating a custom service item a
push update will be sent to the handler.

NEW indicates that this service item has
not been sent to the handler / FBO

Tap Update to send an email to the
handler with the new service items
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19.6 SERVICE FORMS
Service forms help users to share as
much information about their request as
possible. In the example below, the user
can select a specific hotel, define the arrival and departure times as well as define
the lead traveler name making it easy to
book the hotel accommodation.

Hotel can be selected from
the hotel drop-down menu
Suggested services can be canceled
by swiping the service item to the left
Mandatory services can be declined
by swiping the service item to the left
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Service details help the user to define
whether they will arrive early, late,
require a non-smoking, quiet room or
whether they require a car park
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19.7 SUGGESTED SUPPLIERS &
CHANGE SUPPLIER
If MyJet’s preselected supplier is not able
to supply a service users have the option
to change the supplier on this flight leg.
Users can also select their favourite supplier and set this as a pre-selected supplier by contacting support@myjet.com.
Users can select a favourite supplier at aircraft or operator level by tapping Change
Supplier.
A list of suppliers available at the airport
will appear. They are ordered alphabetically
and include the name, telephone number,
email address and sector i.e. FBO, hotel,
caterer of the supplier.
Denied indicates that the service is not
available at the selected FBO
Currently selected supplier and contact
telephone number
Preferred suppliers are highlighted
with a yellow star
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Tap Confirm Change to change the
supplier and send a new request
to the new supplier
102

The application confirms the new request.
Tap OK to continue

The service line status has changed
from denied to requested
The supplier has changed from the
default preferred supplier
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19.8 BOOK A SERVICE

On browser, the user can book
pre-populated services directly
by tapping Book Now

Once satisfied with the default selection
a user can book these services
directly by tapping book
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The user is notified that his order has
been sent to the MyJet team
The user has not completed the Fuel Jet
A1details and is reminded by the application to complete those later
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The status of each airport service
request is reflected in the colour of
the symbols next to the airport
Amber: tentative
Red: un-booked
Green: confirmed
Tap on the service item that has
missing details to complete the
information in the order
Complete all mandatory
information and tap Save
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After completing the information
on a service, which is missing details,
users are required to update the
application by tapping
the Update button

The application acknowledges the
update to the service item
Tap OK to continue
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OK
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19.9 SERVICE LINE
ITEM STATUES

Schedule has changed more than
30mins. PPR, handling and slot
will go into review
The supplier has confirmed the
service request
In Process status signifes that the
supplier has confirmed receipt of the
order and MyJet is working on it
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The supplier has confirmed the
service request
Schedule has changed more than
30 mins. PPR, handling and slot
will go into review
In Process status will appear
here as soon as the supplier has
responded to MyJet confirming
receipt of the order
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Pending Supplier or In Progress is set
once the supplier has acknowledged
the service but we are waiting for
them to confirm
Payment Hold is set once a payment
has been taken for the service but
we are still waiting for full confirmation

19.10 CHANGE OR
CANCEL EXISTING
ORDER
Users can make modifications to existing
orders in following steps:
Services > Tap on original order > Add
desired information > Tap Save.
After saving the application
will highlight updated items
Update the supplier by tapping
the Update button
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Users can cancel the existing orders in
following steps:
Services > Slide original order to the left
(slide back to undo cancel) > Tap Cancel.

Slide the service item to the
left to cancel an order
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After the order cancellation a
push update will be sent to the
supplier
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Tap the Update button to send the update to the supplier. Tap OK to continue.
Once the update is sent to supplier and
the application displays a confirmation.

19.11 STATUS
NOTIFICATIONS
Status notifications are sent to the user via
chatter messages which may be found in
the main menu under Messages.
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Notifications are highlighted
in the hamburger menu
Tap Messages to open and
view all status notifications

Notification highlights services
which have been updated
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20. PERMITS ORDERING
20.1 GENERAL
CONCEPT

20.3 START A PERMIT
ORDER

MyJet users can directly order all their
required permits from MyJet and our
fanatical support will take care of the rest.
MyJet can provide any permit from overflight to slots and PPRs, etc.

In a flight leg on the Flight preparation
section, the user will find the permits
section.

20.2 MANDATORY /
OPTIONAL PERMITS
MyJet is doing its best to provide the
widest selection of mandatory permits
for all flights. However, flight types, or
conditions can be different therefore
we do not want to miss any potentially
required permit. We mark as mandatory
all permits that are required and give the
users the option to order other permits
that might be needed.
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MOBILE APP

Here you will find a list of all mandatory
permits and all other permits that are
available but that are not mandatory.

Mandatory Permits
Optional Permits
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Mandatory Permits
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Airport slots, PPRs, and customs can
be booked directly with the FBO on the
service screen or through MyJet, but the
system will remind the users about this
before they order them.
All overflight and landing permits can be
booked directly via MyJet.
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20.4 ORDER NOW /
CHECK OUT
Once the users have selected all the mandatory and non-mandatory permits that
they would like to book via MyJet they can
scroll down and click on
.
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That will take them to the Check Out
page. Please read the Terms and Conditions of the purchase.

Terms & Conditions
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Check out on WEB APP

20.5 ADD A CREDIT
CARD
Fill out the standard credit card fields and
tap on Done, or select one of the already
listed credit cards.
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Your order has been successfully
completed. We’ll notify you when
the permits requested are ready

MyJet will charge the user’s credit card
with the amount and place the order with
MyJet OPS that will take care of the rest.
The users can also add a credit card to
their profile that will be stored and can
be used for future purchases.
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For more information about how to add
a credit card please go to section 13. My
Profile.
Once the user selected the payment
method, tap on
. MyJet will
then process the credit card payment.
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20.6 SEE YOUR ORDER
AND RECEIVE AN
INVOICE
Once the transaction is approved, the user
will be redirected to the Permits page
that shows the actual status of the order
and also the related invoices.

Requested Permits

To request your invoice, in the app tap on
, and then on the order itself, while
in the web app click on
.
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In both apps the system will generate a
PDF invoice that on the mobile can be
emailed, printed, saved to files, or
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forwarded it in any standard iOS method.
In the web app, you can print it, or save to
your computer.
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20.7 PERMITS
PROCESSING AND
STATUS CHANGES
As MyJet OPS are working to obtain the
permits, the users receive real time updates about the permit status. Once the
permits are approved the user will see the
status change to confirmed and the permit number will be listed automatically in
the ICAO FPL section 18 under RMK.

Confirmed
Mandatory Permits
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Confirmed
Mandatory Permits
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21. PASSENGERS
21.1 ADD AN EXISTING
CONTACT AS PAX
MOBILE APP

Tap on Add PAX. If the flight plan is already filed a message will pop up to warn
the user that there might be filing updates
after adding the PAX

Tap on PAX and add PAX

After confirming the message, the recently
looked up contacts will be displayed along
with the search function to find other
contacts from the directory.
If the Recent Contacts include the PAX,
tap on the contact to assign to the flight
leg.
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After the PAX was assigned, repeat the
process by tapping on the Add PAX until
all PAX are added to the flight.
WEB APP
In the web app navigate to the Flight Leg
> Click on Passengers > Add PAX.
Like in the mobile app, you can select
recently added PAX from a list, or search
for existing contacts.
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21.2 ADD A NEW
CONTACT AS PAX
MOBILE APP
Follow the previous steps up to the Add
PAX. When the suggested PAX list appears tap on the + symbol at the top right
of the screen.
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Fill out the fields with available data. Please
note, the fields marked with the blue
vertical line are mandatory. The MyJet company field is your company and you have a
choice to select a different company if you
have multiple accounts with MyJet.
When all data is added tap Save and the
new contact is added to the PAX List and
saved in the directory.
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Repeat the previous steps until all new
contacts / PAX are added to the flight.
When the PAX is added to the PAX list
will look like this:

When a flight has multiple PAX and you
would like to assign a lead PAX, or assign
one of the PAX as an observer (extra
pilot, authority check, etc.), tap on the PAX
> Edit the PAX record > tap the toggles.

Tap on the PAX

Tap on the PAX
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Tap on the Toggles
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When you edit the PAX record, you can
also add notes and preferences, such as
general notes, cabin service preference, catering preference, reading material, greeting
policy and allergies by tapping at the text
boxes and typing in the content > Save.
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WEB APP
In the web app click on the PAX name on
the passenger page. Hit the Edit button
then check the relevant check box.

You can also add general notes, cabin
service preference, catering preference,
reading material, greeting policy and allergies > Save.
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21.3 CREATE, OR EDIT A
PASSPORT FOR A NEW,
OR EXISTING CONTACT

Fill out the fields in the form (mandatory
fields are marked by the blue vertical line).
If your contact has multiple passports
select the preferred passport. The preferred passport will be auto selected every
time a contact is added as a PAX.

MOBILE APP
Open the PAX / contact record and
scroll down to the credentials. In this
flight section tap on the
.
Passports, IDs, driver licenses and green
cards can be added on this page.

Tap on the PAX record
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Tap to add a passport
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A scan, or a picture of a passport can be
uploaded once the credentials are saved.
1. Tap the Passport in the PAS
information > scroll down to the
.
button and tap on it.
2. You will have following options: choose
from the library, take a picture, or
choose from Dropbox.
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When you save the Passport, the system
will ask you if the new passport should be
assigned to all future flights on which the
passenger is added.
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WEB APP
In the web app follow these steps:
1. Open the PAX file > click on Change
Credential.
2. Click on Edit > Upload Photo.
When you save the Passport, the system
will ask you if the new Passport should be
assigned to all future flights on which the
Passenger is added.

Tap Change Credential

Tap Upload Photo
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21.4 ADD VISA TO AN
EXISTING PASSPORT IN
THE DIRECTORY
1. Open the directory from the main
menu.
2. Search for the contact > open the
contact record.
3. Scroll down to the Credentials > tap
on Show all Credentials.
4. Tap on the passport you would like to
add the visa to.

Tap on show all credentials
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Tap on the passport record
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5. Scroll down to the visa section and
tap on the Add Visa button > select
the relevant values (single, multi, etc), or
fill the missing data.
6. Hit Save to save the record.

21.5 ADD VISA TO AN
EXISTING PASSPORT
ON A FLIGHT LEG

to the Credentials.
3. On this flight > tap on the passport
record > scroll down to the bottom of
the page.

MOBILE APP
1. Open the PAX record in the flight leg
PAX information page.
2. Tap on the PAX record > scroll down
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WEB APP
1. In the Flight Leg go to Passengers.
2. Click on the PAX you want to add a
Visa.
3. Click on Change Credentials button
and make required changes.
4. Hit Save Button.
Tap on PAX and Add PAX

Tap on Change Credentials
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21.6 REMOVE A PAX
FROM A FLIGHT LEG
MOBILE APP
1. In the Flight Leg scroll down to PAX
and tap on it.
2. Swipe the PAX name part to the left
and choose Remove.
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WEB APP
1. Go to Passengers in the flight leg.
2. Click on the X on the right side of the
PAX name > confirm the action by
clicking on Yes in the pop up window.
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22. ROUTE / MAP
22.1 ROUTE
This section contains a summary of the
main features related to the route such as
the ATC route, the route to the alternate,
all FIRs and countries overflown, and the
flight log.

Hit the edit button to modify the route
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You can amend anything but the speed
and level at the beginning, by manually
editing or by using the copy/paste option
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Hit the Display button at the bottom of
the page to access the Flight Log.

21.1.1 FLIGHT LOG
Once you update the ATOT at the first
waypoint it will update the ETA column
for all the waypoints.
When you type in the actual fuel it will
update the F DIFF with the difference
between the minimum required and the
actual fuel.
Waypoint: Lists every waypoint of the
route, and its coordinates.
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Airway MORA: Displays the way point
and its MORA (Minimum Off Route
Altitude). *
ALT TEMP: Shows every waypoint altitude and temperature. *
MACH/ISA Deviation: Shows the speed
and the ISA deviation at this point.
Wind: Wind component and speed
TAS/GS: True Air Speed and Ground speed
MAG TRK/TRUE TRK: Magnetic vs True
track
DIST/TIME: Distance and time to the
following waypoint.
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ETA: Estimated time of arrival
ATA: Actual time of arrival
REM DIST/REM TIME: Remaining distance & time
REQ FUEL/ACT FUEL: Required &
actual fuel
T DIFF/F DIFF: Time and fuel differences
* Presented in hundreds of feet

22.2.1 MAP TYPES
MyJet application provides eight map types.
Those can be changed by tapping on
and selecting the map name.
• Simple Map
• Satellite
• Hybrid
• Terrain

• VFR
• High IFR
• Low IFR
• Basic

22.2.2. MAP LAYERS
MOBILE APP
1. Go to a Flight Leg > on the Details
page.
2. Scroll down to Flight Preparation and
select Route & Map > tap on it and
select Map.

22.2 MAPS
The MyJet map solutions enable the users
to better plan their flights, review actual
and forecast graphical weather along
their route, and see their routes drawn
on aviation maps with waypoints and fuel
data. Finally, affording insight on time to the
airport, thanks to our live traffic data.
The maps are strategically located in many
modules of the system, such as in flight
legs, where the route is drawn along with
waypoints detailed data, in the airport
database, and on the agenda page of the
web app.
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On the full page the user can see the
route with the waypoints on the high IFR
map. To see the Waypoints names tap on
. By tapping on the waypoint name the
information of it opens with the name of
the waypoint, the MORA, time remaining to destination and the fuel required
to destination, with the reserve fuel. The
waypoint information can be opened anytime by tapping the waypoint triangle.

Open the map to full page by tapping on
. Planning is done by “tap-dragging” the
finger across the display, and magnifying or
zooming is done by either double tapping
the display or by pinching. Reversing the
pinch gesture or tapping with two fingers
will de-magnify or zoom out.
MyJet, Operations Manual
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ports. When the
is tapped it opens a
pop up window that shows basic information and from here the user can view the
details of the airport.

Tap at the airport symbol
to view more information

To add single, or multiple airport, weather and traffic layers tap on
. When
one, or multiple layers are added the user
can switch them off one by one by tapping
at the name of the layer, or scrolling down
to the bottom and switch all off by tapping
on None.
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MyJet Application provides following
layers:
The airport layer shows all airports, but
as the user zooms out less are displayed.
The order of how the airports are shown
is based on the runway length. A selection
can be made to display IFR only, or all airMyJet, Operations Manual

The Live Traffic layer does not work
with the IFR and VFR maps, but on all
others.

Tap on Details to open
the detailed airport
information page
MyJet, Operations Manual

have time-steps and when multiple layers
are selected, they will display with a timed
forecast progression. They can be played by
tapping on
.

The user can select multiple weather
layers to overlay each other to show
an overview of potential mission critical
weather challenges. Most of the layers
139

When the user overlays a map with
weather, the system displays the weather
overlay at the time of the flight, marked by
a white point.

Global winds at FL450
The FL, or weather type
(SIGWX) can be changed by
the slider on the left
Departure time of the flight

Example of SIGWX
low, surface analysis
& GFS cloud
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When selecting the AIRMET & SIGMET
overlay, the user can tap at the drawn area
and in a pop up window the text version
of the warning is displayed.

• GFS Precipitation Rate (next 7 days)
• GFS Cloud Cover (next 7 days)
• GFS Freezing Level (next 7 days)

Tap at the drawn area
to open the text of the
SIGMET warning

The following weather overlays are
available:
• Infra-Red Satellite, (last 21 hours)
• Global Radar (last 5 hours)
• Euro Reflectivity Radar (last 5 hours)
• Lightning (last available data)
• Surface Analysis (next 96 hours)
• Global Winds (next 7 days between
FL50 and FL340)
• Significant Weather (next 24 hours)
• AIRMETs & SIGMETs (last 2 hours)
• Global Volcanic Eruptions
• Tropical Cyclone Tracks with Forecast
MyJet, Operations Manual
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On the airports page we also display a
map that opens at the airport location and
can be zoomed out to see the traffic, or
the weather as described above.

WEB APP
In the Web App the user can find the
same maps as on the mobile, with the
same features. Maps can be found on the
agenda page, the flight leg page and on
the airport pages. The user can zoom in/
out with their mouse, or by using the + -.
Web App agenda main page that shows
the upcoming flight legs, with infrared
satellite, SIGWX high (FL250-630),
surface analysis and tropical cyclone
tracks overlays. The map can be expanded
by clicking on the
.

Airport Map example with
live Traffic overlay
Tap on the Map to open it
in full size
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The map of the flight leg is set to high
IFR and overlayed with AIRMET & SIGMET warnings, the global radar and the
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European Reflectivity Radar weather
features. The SIGMET text box is opened
by clicking on its demarcated graphical area.
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23. WEATHER, WEATHER CHARTS, NOTAMs
The user can access the latest text METAR and TAF data, and create flight leg
related weather charts and the relevant
NOTAMs.

Start by opening the flight leg and in the
flight preparation section open weather
and NOTAMs.

23.1 TEXT WEATHER
MOBILE APP
MyJet automatically collects all latest METAR and TAF data along the route each
time the weather section is opened. The
data is listed by the DEP, ARR, ALT and all
en-route airports. The user has the option
to see the present and forecasted weather
in its original aviation form, or by using
the Plain EN toggle can change it into a
translated English version.
Open by tapping on the + and scroll down
the screen to see weather data for the
departure airport, arrival airport, alternate
airports and every airport crossed enroute.
Tap on Weather and
NOTAMs to open
the WX Center
146
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WEB APP
In the Web App the text weather is
divided into more sections and provides
more information.
Go to the Flight Leg > Weather. The
page is divided into departure airport
METAR, TAF and additionally the page
also shows a 14 days general weather
forecast. As on the mobile, the user can
switch between the raw text and the
translated English text. In the top right
corner of the screen the same setting is
provided for the arrival airport.

Use the Plain EN toggle to
display all weather
information in English
MyJet, Operations Manual
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23.2 WEATHER CHARTS
MOBILE APP
Go to Flight Leg > Flight Preparation >
Weather and NOTAMs > Charts.
Tap on
to open the
self-service weather chart creation module.
The user can generate winds aloft charts,
SIGWX charts and cross section charts.
To generate Winds Aloft Charts, tap

on the drop-down menu and select the
Charts that need to be generated by
hours (0, +6, +12, +18, +24) from the last
available forecast and by flight level.
The flight levels are adjusted to the Flight
Plan’s FL, plus +/- 20FL. For example if
the flight plan is generated to FL450, the
options will be FL430, FL450 and FL470.
The user can also select all and add the
hours ahead. When the hours and FLs are
selected, tap on the + to add to the list.
The user can select more charts, by repeating the previous steps. If a chart is not
needed anymore, tap on the X to remove
it from the list.
Tap on the + to add the selected
wind chart. Repeat until all
charts are added
Select the time and the flight
level then tap Done
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The user can generate SIGWX charts
for the next 0, +6, and +12 hours from
the last available forecast. Tap at the Select
Time After Now and from the dropdown menu select the charts. Tap on +
to add to the list. If more charts needed,
repeat the previous steps. If a chart is not
needed anymore, tap on the X to remove
it from the list.
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Tap on the + to add the selected SIGWX
chart. Repeat until all charts are added
Select the time and the flight level then
tap Done
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If the Cross Section Charts are needed
the user should tap on the Select Time
After Now and select the charts by time.
The charts can be generated for 0, +6,
+12, +18, +24 hours from the last forecast.
Tap on + to add to the list. If more charts
needed, repeat the previous steps. If a
chart is not needed anymore, tap on the
X to remove it from the list.

Tap on the + to add the selected
wind chart repeat until
all charts are added
Select the time and the
flight level then tap Done
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When all charts are added to the list, tap
on Generate. The system will generate
the Charts in PDF format. They can be
forwarded, or printed as required.
The user can also re-generate the charts
at a later time as required. In order to do it
tap on the
button and
follow the previously described steps.

Forward the charts as attachments to an
email, or a message; or print them
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WEB APP
1. Flight Leg > Weather > Charts.
Follow the exact same steps as described
on the phone and click on Generate
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Charts. If a chart is not needed anymore,
tap on the X to remove it from the list.
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When all charts are added to the list, tap
on the Generate Chart button . The system will generate the charts in PDF format
They can be downloaded, or printed as
required.
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The user can also re-generate the charts
at a later time as required. In order to do
so, either select more charts, or the user
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can simply re-generate the previously
selected ones by clicking on the Re-generate Charts button and follow the previously described steps.
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23.3. NOTAMs
MOBILE APP
To generate NOTAMs open the NOTAMs page. MyJet automatically generates
the latest DEP, ARR, ALT1 and the ENROUTE NOTAMs each time the page is
opened. By default all NOTAMs are open
as on the second screen shot.
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WEB APP
In the Web App open the NOTAMs
page and the system downloads the latest
notifications.
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24. FLIGHT INFORMATION
The Flight Information section of your
flight gives you a comprehensive overview
of various information regarding your flight.
1. Access the flight Information by
tapping the main menu button >
Agenda > your Flight Leg.
2. Scroll down the screen to the Flight
Information section.

All values are updated when the flight is
created and when changes are
made to the flight
Tap on the Edit button in the carousel to
make changes to the flight information
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25. ADD ACTUALS TO A FLIGHT LEG
MyJet users can enter the actuals of each
flight leg from each flight leg page including:
• Actual Time of Departure in UTC
• Actual Take-off Time in UTC
• Actual Landing Time in UTC
• Actual Time of Arrival in UTC
To add Actuals to a flight leg, follow the
following procedure:
1. Tap on the large Edit button at the end
of the flight leg details page.
2. Enter you Take-Off and Landing actual
UTC times in 24H.
3. Tap Save.
4. The application will automatically calculate your Actual Time of Departure
and your Actual Time of Arrival in
UTC.
5. The flight leg carousel will be updated
with ACT signifying that the actuals have
been entered.
Tap Edit to enter the
flights actuals
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Enter the flight actuals in 24H
UTC format leaving out the colon (:)
Tap Done and the app will
automatically add the colon (:)
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26. TRIP KIT
26.1 TRIPKIT DATA

26.2 GENERATE A TRIPKIT

MyJet Trip Kit is a collection of documents required to obtain before aircraft
departure. It contains all necessary information for a safe and successful flight
operation.

MOBILE APP
1. From your home screen, tap the main
menu > Trip > select the Flight Leg of
the Trip or tap Main Menu > Agenda
> select the Flight Leg of the trip.
2. On the flight leg screen bottom toolbar
tap
. If the tool bar is not visible,
slightly scroll down to display the bottom bar.
3. Tap the Generate button to create a
TripKit document. The collective document will be generated in several
seconds.
4. To view the generated PDF document
tap View TripKit button.
5. The document can be reviewed by
scrolling up and down, zoom in and out.
6. To save the image to the device, share it
or print it, tap
and select necessary
action.
7. To go back to main flight leg detail
menu, tap
.

The generated document contains general
flight information, flight leg crew briefing, based on the flight leg operational plan
wind/temperature, significant weather and
vertical cross section along route winds
charts together with details weather and
NOTAMs information. With the TripKit,
crew members have access to the latest
operational and ICAO flight plan, flight log
sheet and route directions to alternate
airport, weight and balance graph and its
detailed calculation table, general declaration and passenger manifest.

The ACT icon signifies
that actuals have been
added to this flight leg
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The TripKit document is generated in PDF
format, can be regenerated and shared via
email with colleagues or external parties,
imported to data storage accounts (e.g.
iBooks, Dropbox, iCloud drive, etc.) or
directly printed from your device.
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View TripKit displays generated
document
Indicated time when the TripKit was
generated last time
Button used to generate new TripKit

TripKit menu option
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WEB APP
1. From your homepage Agenda,
select the flight leg.
2. On the left side menu, select TripKit
option.
3. Click
to generate the
document.

Generated TripKit document
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26.3 RE-GENERATE A
TRIPKIT
MOBILE APP
It is highly recommended to regenerate the
TripKit prior departure if any important
changes we made (e.g. crew or passengers
have been changed, schedule or any of the
airport changes, flight plan updates, etc.).
1. From your home screen, tap the main
menu > Trip > select the flight leg of
the trip or tap main menu > Agenda
> select the flight Leg of the trip.
2. On the flight leg screen bottom toolbar,
tap . If the toolbar is not visible, slightly
scroll down to display the bottom bar.
3. Tap
to create a TripKit document. The collective document will be
generated in several seconds.
4. The TripKit will now be updated with the
latest changes of the flight leg operational plan.

WEB APP
Re-generate TripKit in web application:
1. From your homepage Agenda,
select the flight leg.
2. On the left side menu, select TripKit
option.
3. Click
on the top right
of the previously generated TripKit.

27. TECH LOG
As a basic rule tech logs can only be added
to past flight legs. The added data will
update multiple crew and aircraft records
such as the aircraft and APU cycles, the engine times and the crew logs. Based on the
tech log data the system will also calculate
the fuel consumption. To open the Tech
Log > Flight Leg > at the bottom of the
page > Tech Log.
To open the tech log form,
tap the Tech Log button at the
bottom of the flight leg page
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Tap on the
form.

to open the

Many fields of the form are pre-filled based
on the previously added data. Below we
specify what needs to be added and what
will be calculated automatically field by
field. The Tech Log form is divided into four
sections, the Flight Info, Crew Log, Fuel
and Oil Uplift.

27.1 FLIGHT INFO
• The tech log number is a mandatory
field and the user must add the number
from the paper tech log.
• MyJet auto populates the number of
PAX who were added to the flight.
• The blocks off, take-off, landing and
Blocks on fields are pre-populated
and can be based either on the added
actuals, or on the flight schedule
Blocks Off + 10 minutes and landing
+ 5 minutes.
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• If there is a delay compared to the
scheduled times, the user can add a
delay reason to the FLT Time Diff
Reason field.
• The A/C Cycles field is pre-populated
and needs to be left as is.
• APU Cycles is also pre-populated
based on the assumption that it was
used both at departure and on arrival. If
this is not correct change the value.
• The user can set the length of the APU
Hours and should add the hours and
minutes of all cycles that was added to
the previous field.
• By default the A/C Operational field
is set to OK, by changing it, the system
will update the feasibility checks of all
upcoming flights as the aircraft is NOT
operational.
• If de-icing is performed change the
value of the toggle by swiping it right.
• The user can add free text to the Crew
Obs/MEL Info field that will also appear
on the Flight Feasibility of the upcoming flights.
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27.2 CREW LOG

27.3 FUEL

• The user can add the Pilot Flying value
and can select PIC, SIC, AUG1, or AUG2
if they operated the flight with an augmented crew (augmentation is coming
soon to crew schedule).
• Leave the Landings value with the 1, this
is a pre-populated value and assumes
that one flight leg has only one landing.
• The Night Time value is set to 00:00
and the user should not change it, since
MyJet is capable to calculate the night
time part of the flights globally, up to the
minute.
• The Approach field lists all possible
approach types from ILS Cat I to APV
(GLS-DA). The user selects the one that
was performed and will be added to the
Crew Log (coming soon).

• The Fuel section is divided into to two
parts, the departure and the arrival fuel
figures.
• The user can add the Fuel Up value if
they fueled the aircraft before departure.
• Change the Fuel Up Units according to
the fuel slip that the user received from
the truck driver. The values can be litres,
US gallons, or IMP gallons.
• Add the Departure Fuel before Blocks
Off, the system will rely on this value
when calculating the fuel consumption of
the aircraft.
• The Departure Fuel Units can be
pounds, or kilos.
• The Fuel Density is pre-set to 0.8, which
is the usual value, but if it is different, the
user can change it.
• The arrival section follows the same logic
as the departure. When the Arrival
Fuel is added the system auto-calculates
the fuel consumption.
• If the crew has any other comments,
they can be added to the remarks free
text field.
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27.4 OIL UPLIFT
The user can add oil uplifts for
reporting purposes.
• The oil units can be quarts, or litres.
• MyJet displays the exact number of
Engines and APU as they are added
to the aircraft record. If the aircraft has
three engines and an APU, there will be
four fields, three engines and an APU.
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Once the Tech Log is saved the system
performs the following automated calculations:
• Changes the status of the flight to tech
logged.
• Calculates the block and flight times.
• Calculates the T/O night, night time
and LND night values.
• Based on the fuel values, calculates the
fuel burn, fuel rate per hour and ETS
fuel values.
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In order to add documents such as a
photo of the paper Tech Log, or a MEL
Form tap on
. The user can
select the attachment from the library, can
take a picture, or choose a document from
their Dropbox. After upload the document
can be opened form the system.
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WEB APP
In the Web App the user should follow the
exact same logic as described in the Mobile App sections. MyJet is using the same
fields and calculations in both apps. To add
the Tech Log > Flight Leg > Tech Log
button.
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28. CONTACT MYJET SUPPORT
Whenever you need any assistance with
MyJet please, contact us on the following
channels:
Tel: +34 932 20 11 89
Email: support@myjet.com

Use the button in the flight leg
carousel to contact MyJet
support directly from the mobile
Use the mail button to either
send a flight to a colleague, or
send it to MyJet support
with your enquiry
Use the call support button
to call MyJet support
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MESSAGES
Use the message functionality available
in MyJet to send a message to MyJet
support. This can be done from either the
messages section in the menu or from the
flight leg by @ mentioning MyJet support.

Use the + button to @MyJet support
and write your support enquiry
Use the messages button on
any flight leg to send a message to
@MyJet support or any other user
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